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Laser Materials Corporation produces Nd:YAG boules,

and fabricates laser rods and slabs. Our crystal growth

facility in Vancouver, Washington exclusively produces

large diameter boules (currently, Ø82 mm) in lengths

up to 250 mm while retaining acceptable Neodymium

concentration levels.  As a crystal grower, we concen-

trate on developing and improving the crystal growth

process to produce high yields and consistently high

material quality.  Pure raw materials, precise formula-

tion, and exacting growth control are the keystones of

our operations.

  Better than 99.997% pure yttrium and aluminum oxides, and 99.99%
pure neodymium oxide are used.

  99.999% pure or better shield gases are used throughout the crystal
growth process.

  All raw materials are stored and prepared in a clean environment.

  Constituent powders are thoroughly dried in high temperature ovens to
reduce hydroxyl impurities.

  The dried raw materials are carefully weighed on precision balances to
insure precise stoichiometry and dopant concentration.

  Computer control of the growth process and associated facilities pro-
duces the stable conditions required for consistent boule growth;
cooling water and room air temperatures are maintained to within
closely controlled tolerances.

  Crystal growth control is based on weight gain for the most consistent
boule diameter possible.

Nd:YAG Production

¯75 x 208 mm boule section
(Nd:YAG, 1.1 at % Nd concentration)

Laser rod "blanks" are extracted from completed boules

using a diamond core drill; for slabs, a slicing saw is used to

cut out the rough rectangular shape.  In either case, the

rough finished blanks are then sent out for the finishing

operations of precision grinding to final size, polishing, and

anti-reflection coating.  You have the option of purchasing

finished rods directly from us or purchasing unfinished

"blanks"  and using the fabricator of your choice.

Nd:YAG Crystal Growth

Growth of neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) crystals by the Czochralski technique is the method

of choice for virtually all commercially available Nd:YAG.  This is a time consuming process requiring careful

control of the growth environment over a period of 4 to 5 weeks just to produce one crystal boule.  Still, the

Czochralski method has proven to be the only acceptable way to produce Nd:YAG with sufficient optical clarity and

homogeneity for use in a laser system.

Crystal quality Vs. Boule size

One of the most important advances in Nd:YAG production in recent years has been the trend toward larger diameter boules.
Internal strain in the grown boule is the principle cause of optical distortion in finished laser rods more than a few tens of
millimeters in length (in shorter rods, the quality of the end finish is more important).  Larger boules have significantly lower
strain levels over much of their cross section resulting in significantly lower optical distortion in finished rods.

An additional advantage of larger boules is reduced cost.  The cross-sectional area is increased while the linear growth  rate
remains comparable, resulting in an increased rate of material growth.  At large diameters, Nd:YAG is more sensitive to process
parameter fluctuations and obtaining high yields of good product is more difficult.   But as a result of improved control
electronics and computerization of the growth process, growth rate fluctuations can be maintained well within tolerance to
provide high yields of good product at large diameter.

Neodymium Concentration

In neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet, neodymium substitutes for yttrium in the crystal lattice.  However,  because
neodymium is larger than yttrium, this substitution does not occur readily.  In fact, the concentration of neodymium in the
crystal is only a small fraction of its concentration in the melt.  Since the growing crystal is continually rejecting neodymiumm,
the concentration of the melt (and hence the crystal) increases as the growth progresses.  To minimize this effect it is necessary
to use a large crucible and to pull only a small fraction (typically
20-30%) of the total material available.  The upper graph shows
how the concentration of neodymium increases as a function of
melt fraction pulled.

At Laser Materials Corporation, we grow boules at three average Nd
concentrations: 0.60% Nd, 0.8 ND  and 1.10% Nd.  The Nd conc.
profile for each is illustrated in the lower graph.  The composi-
tion is engineered to provide the specified average concentration
in 200 mm lengths.  Lengths up to 250 mm can be provided with
slightly higher average Nd concentrations.

For material less than 200 mm, the average concentration will
vary  depending on from where in the boule the material is cut.
Each individual laser rod we ship is supplied with data including
the average Nd concentration and the change in concentration
over the rod’s length.  Standard tolerances for various rod lengths
are listed on our laser rod specification sheet.

It should be noted that the absolute accuracy of the neodymium
concentration must take into account how accurately the 
distribution coefficient (ratio of dopant concentration in the 
crystal to that in the melt) is known.  At Laser Materials 
Corporation our formulations are based on a value of 0.18, 
which is consistent with industry practice and most 
determinations in the literature.
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